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LOOKING AMAZING ON THE RED CARPET AND LEADING
IN FILMS: GET TO KNOW TALENTED & BEAUTIFUL
ACTRESS ERIN CONNOR!
BY STAR77769 ON

Erin Connor is an experienced & talented actress from Australia. Erin has had roles in some amazing
�lms alongside the top actors in the US and internationally. Erin Conner has been invited to the
entertainment industries most glamorous �lm premiers/red carpet events and she is currently booked
with �lm projects past year 2021! Read our exclusive interview below with the Talented & Beautiful
Actress Erin Connor:

Where are you originally from and where are you located now on the map?

Erin Connor – A: I’m originally from a little town next to Byron Bay called Mullumbimby, New South
Wales, Australia. I spend my time between Australia and Los Angeles as it’s an easy transition and
because people have discovered my range.

Q: Erin, you are an actress known for your roles in the �lms RISE (2014),
Occupation (2018), Beast No More (2019), and Neighbors (2015). You’ve
also performed opposite of some of the top actors in the industry US &
International including Martin Sacks, Temuera Morrison, and Keng Jeong.
What would you say motivates you and inspires you to be the best at your
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profession and do you have a top 3 favorite actors, �lmmakers, or directors
that you want to work with in the business?

Actress Erin Connor @ AFI Actor Awards Alongside Nicole Kidman

Erin Connor – A: I am motivated by discovering things about myself, other people, situations and
scenarios. This is the world that I travel to and it enriches my experiences as a person. There’s nothing
like being given a role to tell other people’s people’s stories and by default my own. Being in the business
I understand that there are many elements that make a �lm, an actor, director cinematographer great.
This being the case I enjoy every �lm as a new experience. There are some of the greatest actors, directors



and �lms masters like Tarantino, Scorcese. Also actors like JPhoenix, De Caprio, Shelly Spiron, Jessica,
and Molly. Off the top of my head, I was just reminded of Joaquin Phoenix in ‘The Joker’ when I watched
it for a 3rd time the other day and Leonardo DiCaprio in ‘The Wolf Of Wall Street’, Charlize Theron in
‘Monster’, and Jessica Chastain in ‘Molly’s Game’. I adore the work of so many directors and �lmmakers
this list would go forever. Lol. I love the fun in Quentin Tarantino’s �lms, the beauty in Steven
Spielberg’s, and the all-around rich scope of amazingness that is Martin Scorsese.

ACTRESS ERIN CONNOR AT RED CARPET EVENT

Q: You have a powerful & empowering characteristic and you are a
versatile actress which is an amazing quality! As an actress what kind of
�lms are you most interested in booking? What would you say is your fav
genre( Drama, Comedy, Action, a little bit of all) ?



Erin Connor – A: A dramatic role that gives me a chance to explore my range physically and mentally,
also it is important to me that women know that they can carry lead roles and make great �lms just like
our male counterparts. One happy family is thrown into the dramatic and or comedic project.

Award Winning Fan Film Batman Meets Superman



Q: Can you share with us something people may not know about you? Any
hobbies or other secret talents you have and or like to do in your spare
time aside from acting?

Erin Connor – A: My nerdy out of character part-time hobby is golf, go �gure. If I’m not there, I’m
�nding my center in a yoga studio. I try to keep a balance!



Q: What are some projects you’ve just wrapped up or that you’re currently
working on now?



Actress Erin Connor in leading role alongside one of Australian Cinema’s Most Formidable Characters of all time
played by John Jarratt in the famous movie ‘ Wolf Creek” 

Erin Connor – A: I’m currently acting in and producing a Guy Ritchie style �lm with a Tarantino twist.
Can’t ask for more than that!



Next up is an Aussie animated �lm with an all-star Aussie cast. Very exciting for me! The �lm is set in the
Australian outback including an animated cast of humorous, endearing native Australian animals
encapsulating the true Aussie spirit of this beautiful country.

Q: What are your of�cial sites on the web we can follow?



More posts in Featured Film Press »

Erin Connor – A:

Of�cial Website: https://www.erinconnor.com.au

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/erinconnor/

Of�cial IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm5046045/?ref_=nmbio_bio_nm
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Exclusive Interview with Actor, Producer &
CEO of Thoroughbred Films Troy D. Williams
‘HOLLYWOOD’

EXCLUSIVE: Get to Know Actress Janet
Lopez!

STARRING IN FILMS WITH HOLLYWOODS
MOST LEGANDARY ACTORS – GET TO
KNOW TALENTED RISING STAR ACTOR
DOBROMIR MASHUKOV!

EXCLUSIVE TALENT: GET TO KNOW AWARD
WINNING COMEDIC & ADVENTUROUS
ACTOR JOSH MARGULIES & LATEST FILM
ROLE IN ‘ THE LOST TREASURE’

RISING STAR EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW: Get to
Know Actress & Model Patricia Alves!
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RISING STAR EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW: Get to
Know Actress & Model Patricia Alves!
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BUZZ

Gary Barlow and wife Dawn re�ect on
daughter's stillbirth with poignant photo

It's been eight
years since Gary
Barlow and his
wife Dawn... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 10:09
pm

Victoria & David Beckham's home cost 3x
Prince Harry & Meghan Markle's - see inside!

Read more »

MOVIES

Cobra Kai Season 3 Showrunner Explains
Aisha’s Absence

The
showrunners of
Cobra Kai season
3 explain why
Aisha Robinson
won’t be in
season 3. Based
on The Karate
Kid movie

franchise, the Net�ix series takes place 34
years after the events of the original Karate Kid.
It has earned praise for its reexamination of
the �lm’s central narrative, focusing… 
Read more »

Source: ScreenRant - Feed | Published: - 2:08 pm

KNOW TALENTED RISING STAR ACTOR
DOBROMIR MASHUKOV!

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW – Get to Know PRO
Writer & The Author of the Book ‘MIXED
BUSINESS’ LIVVY ZOE!
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Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 10:05
pm

Who is Black Narcissus star Gemma Arterton's
husband?

Gemma
Arterton's
gripping new
series Black
Narcissus
reaches its
dramatic
conclusion... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 10:02
pm

Sarah Beeny's former 97-room home is so
magical it's a wedding venue - photos

Sarah Beeny's
TV show, Sarah
Beeny's New Life
In The Country
charts her move
from... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 7:06
pm

Julianne Hough brings style to the snow in the
�tted athleisure snowsuit of our dreams

We’ve been
dreaming about
walking through
a winter

Dragon Ball Super: Everything We Know About
The Latest Villain, Granola

Here's what we
know about
Granola, Dragon
Ball Super's new
villain. Dragon
Ball Super
recently wrapped
up its Galactic
Patrol Prisoner

saga, with Goku defeating Moro via the
borrowed God energy of Uub. As Dragon Ball
fans have come to expect, the arc ends happily,
and the Dragon Balls quickly �x the mess… 
Read more »

Source: ScreenRant - Feed | Published: - 2:00 pm

Biggest Unanswered Questions After Soul |
Screen Rant

With all that
Pete Docter and
the folks at Pixar
have to say
about life in
their latest
existential
release Soul,
there's no

shortage of questions for viewers to ponder as
the credits roll. Following the esteemed
�lmmaker's Inside Out, this is Docter's second
consecutive feature that explores its main
character's inner self through… Read more »

Source: ScreenRant - Feed | Published: - 1:45 pm

Creed 3 Will Be Directed by Michael B. Jordan,
Con�rms Tessa Thompson

Michael B.
Jordan’s Creed
co-star Tessa
Thompson has
con�rmed
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wonderland for a
while, but for... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 6:58
pm

Christina Aguilera's fans say the same thing
about rare photos of son Max and daughter
Summer

We're not often
treated to photos
of her children,
but Christina
Aguilera did a... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 6:00
pm

Chrissy Teigen dances up a storm in leggy
swimsuit - and the fan reaction is amazing

Chrissy Teigen
has shared
another glimpse
at her luxurious
family trip to St.
Barts - and... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 5:14
pm

Prince Harry and Meghan's son Archie has the
cutest American accent - hear his voice

The Duke and
Duchess of
Sussex's son
stole the show as
the couple

Jordan will be
directing Creed
3. After 2006’s
Rocky Balboa,

many thought the long-running boxing saga
had come to an end, including Stallone
himself. However, when director Ryan Coogler
presented the idea of a spinoff/continuation of
the story, which follows Adonis… Read more »

Source: ScreenRant - Feed | Published: - 1:38 pm

Why Promising Young Woman's Ending Is So
Controversial

The bold and

provocative Promising Young Woman had an
ending every bit as controversial as the �lm
itself. The black comedy showcases a tale of
revenge that is every bit a heightened fantasy,
but the ending lays brutal honesty bare,
abruptly altering the tone in a speci�c and
measured way that surprised and… 
Read more »

Source: ScreenRant - Feed | Published: - 1:30 pm
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launched their... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 5:06
pm

Ruth Langsford shares cosy photo from bed –
and we're jealous

Ruth Langsford
left us feeling a
tad jealous on
Tuesday when
she shared a very
cosy photo... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 5:00
pm

Bridgerton star Regé Jean Page rejects
Downton Abbey comparisons

Ever since
raunchy new
period drama
Bridgerton
landed on
Net�ix, viewers
have been... 
Read more »

Source: HELLO! Latest news feed | Published: - 4:45
pm
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What Screenwriters Can Learn From Peter
Morgan’s THE CROWN

What can
screenwriters
learn from the
critically-
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acclaimed hit
Net�ix series,
The Crown, and
its creator, Peter
Morgan? The

Crown is a drama series that follows the
political rivalries and romance of Queen
Elizabeth II’s reign, as well as the events that
shaped the second half of the 20th century.
The… Read more »

Source: ScreenCraft | Published: - 5:27 am

365 Days: How to Become a Screenwriter in
One Year

Almost everyone
in the world
believes they
have great ideas
for a movie or
TV series. But
ideas are a dime
a dozen. It’s the
implementation

of the idea that matters most. And when it
comes to Hollywood, that implementation
needs to come in the form of a screenplay. If… 
Read more »

Source: ScreenCraft | Published: - 9:39 pm

2021 ScreenCraft Action & Adventure
Screenplay Competition Semi�nalists

Listed below are the Semi�nalists of the 2021
ScreenCraft Action & Adventure Screenplay
Competition. These exceptional screenplays
were selected from almost 1,300 submissions.
Congratulations to the writers who have made
it this far and thanks to all for submitting! Stay
tuned for future announcements here and on
our Twitter and… Read more »

Source: ScreenCraft | Published: - 6:00 pm

2021 ScreenCraft Screenwriting Competition
Calendar
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